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ABSTRACT: Light guidance technology captures daylight using collector devices and transports it into core areas of 

buildings using some form of linear guidance system. The two main types of ‘daylight guidance systems’ (DGS) are the 

commercially successful tubular daylight guidance systems (TDGS) -  used in combination with an electric lighting 

system (ELS) - and the newer hybrid daylight/electric systems (HLS). This work briefly reviews some available HLS, 

analyses their components and techniques, and studies systems’ performance and application. Selection and planning of 

HLS and their integration with both other building services and more general architectural issues were investigated. 

HLS, as newly developed systems, require more developments to increase their applicability in buildings, since 

developers right now focused on augment systems’ performance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Daylight is a major influence on building design. In some 

buildings, such as religious buildings, daylighting almost 

determines the building design strategy, but in others it is 

only one design issue among others. The more that 

daylight is the generating factor for a design, the more the 

daylighting strategy becomes an architectural strategy [1]. 
 

Conventional daylighting strategies often result in a 

building with a higher skin-to-volume ratio than a typical 

compact (electrically lit) building [2]. Innovative 

daylighting strategies seek to break the conventional 

strategies barriers and ‘guide’ daylight beyond their 

limits; to the remote zones and windowless spaces, 

whether in new or existing buildings. In addition, guided 

daylight systems seek to enable daylight to penetrate 

compact buildings that for different reasons cannot 

maintain a high skin-to-volume ratio. Unlike the 

conventional strategies, DGS have the potential to 

channel daylight into remote spaces in deep plan or multi-

storey buildings with minimal impacts on the building 

design. 
 

Traditionally, courts and light wells were used to 

channel daylight into the buildings cores. The concept 

developed to channel daylight via smaller and more 

effective ‘core lights’ known as ‘light guidance’, which 

used firstly to deliver daylight only, and then developed 

over the last decade to combine electric light with 

daylight through what is known as hybrid lighting 

systems (HLS) [3]. The light guidance may be sun pipes, 

light ducts, or even fibre optic cables. 

 

Whilst daylight has form part of architectural 

strategies for centuries, the HLS are not yet part of the 

architectural design process. Conventional daylighting 

techniques such as overhangs and light shelves have been 

turned into architectural elements, and newer techniques 

such as highly reflective metal louvers have become part 

of the modern architecture image. Incorporation of HLS 

into building design process requires an appreciation of 

the technology. As well as influencing the electric 

lighting system design, HLS can also affect other 

building design considerations, such as the structural 

system type, sizing, and placement; floor-to-floor height; 

mechanical system type and ductwork space allocation; 

interior finishes; and selection of furniture. 

 
HLS DESCRIPTION 

HLS combines daylight with electric light prior to 

delivery and distribute them via the same output to appear 

as one luminaire. They consist of three parts: an external 

part, mostly called collector, to collect and concentrate 

sunlight. An internal part, mostly called diffuser, 

distributes daylight in interior spaces. Delivery means, 

mostly called a guidance system, deliver collected 

sunlight from the collector to the diffuser (Fig. 1). 
 

A variety of methods of collection, transfer and 

distribution of light are connected to control systems 

which regulate the electric flux output which tops up 

natural light. The current study will focus only on three 

HLS; considered have high potentiality to penetrate the 

market. These are; Hybrid solar lighting (HSL), Parans 
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system, and Solar canopy illuminance systems (SCIS). 

Though, other systems such as Heliobus and Arthelio 

may be considered [3]. 
 

HSL collects sunlight using parabolic sun-tracking 

mirror Ø1.22m, and a secondary mirror to focus the 

visible sunlight into a bundle of optical fibres, which 

delivers the sunlight to a side emitting acrylic rod located 

inside a conventional electric luminaire; also equipped 

with dimmable fluorescent lamps supplement the sunlight 

as required [4] (see A in Fig. 2, 3 & 4). 
 

Parans collector is a roof or façade mounted 1m
2
 

modular solar panels containing 62 Fresnel lenses. Each 

lens is able to track and concentrate sunlight into optical 

fibre of maximum length 20m. The system has custom 

designed hybrid luminaires equipped with fluorescent or 

CF lamps which dim automatically depending on sunlight 

conditions [5] (see B in Fig. 2, 3 & 4). 
 

SCIS collector is a facade mounted device tracks and 

concentrates sunlight using a series of mirrors located 

inside an enclosure approximately 3m wide x 1.3m high x 

0.8-1m depth. The concentrated sunlight is redirected into 

a rectangular cross-section guide of 0.25m high, 0.6m 

wide, and some 12m long. The sides and top lined with 

highly reflective material, whereas the bottom emitting 

surface is covered by a prismatic film.  

 

Fluorescent lamps located inside the guide controlled 

to maintain the desired interior illumination level [6] (see 

C in Fig. 2, 3 & 4). 

 

 
HLS STRATEGIES 

The characteristics of each HLS determine the extent to 

which it will produce a satisfactory lit environment and 

integrate into a building design. 

 

Light collector 

The collector in any HLS is the main component that 

determines the amount and type of daylight that can be 

delivered, and period of time over which the system can 

be utilized. HLS in general track sunlight and concentrate 

it to different ratios. Consequently, they are complicated 

electro-mechanical devices that define sun position, keep 

tracking it precisely, and project the concentrated beam 

right on the top end of the guidance system.  Collectors 

are available in very different sizes and can be facade 

attached or roof mounted. 
 

HSL and Parans systems are examples for high 

concentrating HLS, while SCIS is a low concentrating 

system with ratio of around 10 times. Non-concentrating 

systems such as tubular daylight guidance (TDGS) (i.e., 

Sunpipes) can as well work as HLS if provided with an 

electric lighting source and an appropriate control system. 

. Concentrating sunlight seeks to minimize the guidance 

size, since the more the light is concentrated, the smaller 

the light guidance is needed. That in turn increases the 

required precision, complexity, and finally the cost of the 

collector. However, minimizing guidance size is achieved 

at the expenses of system ability to deliver light under 

cloudy sky conditions, since concentrating light makes it 

possible to exclusively collect direct sunlight. HLS also 

seek to track the sun path as wide as possible to maximize 

the daylighting period. Free standing collectors, as in 

HSL, have more coverage limits than in-enclosure 

collector as in Parans and SCIS.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: A- HSL collector, B- Parans system collector, C- SCIS collector 

 
Figure 1: A diagram shows the HLS component; the external 

collector, internal diffuser and light guidance.  
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Tracking sun is a mechanical process controlled by 

photo-sensors or pre-programmed microprocessors or 

both of them. The size of the collector usually is a 

function in its concentration ratio, the bigger the 

concentration ratio, the smaller the size required to collect 

the same amount. Facade attached collectors are effective 

on orientations toward the equator, and have the 

advantage of working in high-rise buildings. Roof 

mounted collectors are more flexible in terms of building 

orientation, and more applicable in deep-plan buildings 

(see Fig. 2).  

 

Light guidance 

The guidance determines HLS applicability to fit in the 

different buildings types. Its size and transmittance are 

the main parameters by which it can be decided whether 

the HLS can fit in new or existing buildings, whether 

residential or commercial, low-rise or high-rise. Light 

guidance comes in two different forms: light ducts and 

fibre optics. Each is associated with different 

performance and applications (see Fig. 3). 
 

Light ducts normally used with non/low concentrating 

systems. They have relatively big circular or rectangular 

cross-sections, typically of range of Ø 200-500mm or 

around 250 X 600 mm; depending on the travel distance 

of the light and the required amount. In planning terms 

they can be treated as HVAC ducts but with more 

attention to avoid bending that causes light attenuation. 

The transmittance of the light duct is a result of the use of 

highly reflective materials lining the interior surfaces of 

the duct, and the quality of the transmitted light is a result 

of the ability of these materials to reflect the entire visible 

spectrum. High reflective materials of as high as 99% 

(per light bounce) became recently cost-effectively 

available. Meanwhile, fibre optics usually used with high 

concentrating systems. They are of few centimetres 

diameters, including the fibre optics bundle cover, and 

thus can be routed in building in a manner similar to 

electric cables. They are available as single solid core 

plastic fibre or bundle of glass fibres. The former is 

recently preferred for its flexibility and low price, but at 

the expense of its optical clarity and transmittance that 

ranges from 90% to 97% per meter [7]. 

 

Light output devices 

The output device in any lighting system is a critical part, 

since it determines to what extent benefits from collected 

light will be delivered. Proportion of delivered light is 

lost by the diffuser, and more importantly, this determines 

how the remaining proportion will be distributed over the 

working plane. Moreover, it contributes in whether 

occupants will perceive daylight provided by the HLS as 

natural light or as artificial light, particularly with the 

absence of an outside view. Delivered light can be 

distributed via spot, linear or luminous surface output 

devices; custom designed or conventional-like luminaires. 
 

The SCIS guidance works as output device that can be 

considered a luminous surface as it is 600mm wide and as 

long as 12m, located with interval of 3m over the space. 

Uniform sufficient illuminance was provided over the 

space using this configuration [7]. Highly concentrated 

light delivered by fibre optics is much more difficult to be 

 
 

Figure 3: A- HSL fibre optics bundle, B- Parans system fibre optics cable, C- SCIS guidance outside and inside 
 

 
 

Figure 4: A- HSL conventional-like luminaire, B- Parans system custom designed luminaire, C- SCIS linear diffuser 
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‘de-concentrate’. Custom designed diffuser has to be used 

or additional optical object needs to be added to the end 

of the optical fibre to provide a uniform illumination. End 

emitting fibre optics provides a high-brightness very 

narrow light cone which may work as a spot luminaire; 

otherwise custom designed diffusers have to be used to 

uniformly distribute the light. Side emitting fibre optics 

may work as a linear luminaire as employed by the HSL 

system, which uses side emitting PMMA rods etched 

with scattering grooves to provide uniform illumination 

along the entire length of the rods [8] (see Fig. 4). 
 

The internal illuminance level of the provided 

daylight by the HLS depends on the external illuminance 

availability. But unlike the traditional daylighting 

techniques, the electric light tops up any shortage in the 

required illuminance level.  The provided daylight is, to 

far extend, a glare free and does not suffer the direct 

daylight problems, but on the other hand, it might suffer 

some changes in the natural light characteristics, which is 

reflected on the potential psychological and physiological 

benefits.    

 
PLANNING FOR HLS 

Daylighting design using HLS depends on the integration 

between HLS strategies and building design strategies 

that fulfil functional and aesthetical targets. Prior to this 

process, considerations have to be given to the building 

context to come up with some recommendations for the 

most likely applicable systems in terms of site conditions. 

Based upon daylight availability, geographical location, 

and building layout, sitting and surroundings; potential 

success of HLS can be expected. 

 

Daylight availability 

Availability of daylight can be determined by illuminance 

value and composite, which is a combination of the direct 

sunlight and diffused sky light. Increase in the external 

illuminance value doesn’t necessarily mean increase in 

the delivered amount of daylight. This applies only to 

non-concentrating systems, but with concentrating 

systems the changes in direct illuminance value is what 

significantly influences the delivered amount; since they 

are capable to collect direct sunlight only. Therefore, the 

more the sunny the local conditions, the more the high 

concentrating systems are applicable. 

 

Geographical location  

Big variations in sun position and sunshine duration occur 

in high-latitude locations. Sun position influences the 

system’s ability to gather sunlight, and thus, if equipped 

with tracking systems having wide coverage limits, is 

able to collect large amounts of direct sunlight. The 

moderate differences between summer and winter 

sunshine duration in low-latitude locations mean building 

working hours likely to coincide with daylight hours. 
 

To maintain HLS efficiency, optical elements have to 

be kept extremely polished. So, in locations polluted 

artificially (e.g. smoke) or naturally (e.g. dust, low 

rainfall amount) or obstructed (e.g. moist, snow), high 

levels of maintenance required to avoid any drop in 

system transmittance. HLS with difficult access (e.g. 

facade attached collector in high-rise building) raises the 

HLS running cost. 

 

Building configuration 

Building siting, layout and surroundings can eliminate 

some solutions in the early stages of the design process. 

For example on buildings oriented away from equator, 

high concentrating facade attached systems are 

eliminated. High-rise buildings cannot use roof mounted 

systems for lower floors, and deep-plan buildings cannot 

use facade attached systems to supply interior spaces 

remote from building façade. External obstructions have 

to be considered regardless of collector mounting 

location.  

 
BUILDING DESIGN STRATEGIES 

Interaction between building design and daylighting 

design depends of the importance of daylight in the 

building. Building strategy to far extent determines the 

required illuminance performance. Building type 

identifies required illuminance quantity and quality; 

building form determines possibilities of use and 

illuminance distribution patterns, building systems 

determine HLS applicability, and building flexibility 

determines upgrading potentialities of lighting systems. 

 

Building type 

Building function (i.e., type of visual activities that 

predominate within a space) determines the possible users 

and occupation schedule. Based on the function and 

users’ age, illuminance quality and quantity that will 

permit the activity to be performed to the desired level of 

quality can be estimated, and based on the occupation 

schedule utilization of daylight can be predicted. Daylight 

utilization may be of great emotional influence as in the 

religious buildings, or has to be controlled to meet the 

physio-psychological needs without activities conflict as 

in the office buildings, or even undesired at all as in some 

theatres. 

 

Building form 

Light has been understood as a form giver throughout the 

history. Before the replacement of natural light by 

artificial light, provision of an access for daylight to every 

space was a necessity. Over the last century or so, big 
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development in structural and electro-mechanical systems 

associated with new building functions and occupants’ 

needs lead to new building forms; where the conventional 

daylighting systems are unable to deliver the required 

illuminance level. Innovative daylighting elements have 

now been developed and incorporated in the architectural 

fabric and this, in turn, influences the building form. 

Developing building forms can be considered one of the 

main strategies in the building passive design to 

maximize the benefits of the natural resources including 

daylight. Some drawbacks such as the heat gain and loss 

of rentable area makes it necessary to study the obtained 

benefits of utilizing daylight against the other aspects 

drawbacks. Building form now generally influences 

daylighting design strategies since ELS are available, 

whereas historically daylighting strategies influenced 

building form. The most influential form-related aspects 

on daylighting design are: external envelope area/total 

floor area ratio, building height, floor depth, floor-to-floor 

height, internal cores, and self-obstruction. 

 

Building systems and elements 

Since lighting design is as old as building design itself, a 

lot of building elements, architectural or structural, are 

dual-function elements. For example, ceiling levels 

required for emotional and functional purposes, 

particularly in religious buildings, anpermit clearstories 

for toplighting. Over the last century or so, daylighting 

design does not have the same importance in building 

design process and consequently, daylighting systems 

became subordinate to the architectural elements and 

spacing, structural systems, and services networks. Many 

architectural elements can be employed as part of the 

daylighting system and vice versa, for example, 

prominent balconies for the former and light shelves for 

the latter. Internal space organization influences 

availability of daylight access and space distance from 

building skin. Structural system variations in sizes, 

elements and positions may work either as daylighting 

enhancement or obstructions. Façade exposed columns 

and slabs may work as vertical and horizontal louvers, but 

deep beams may block daylight or conflict with light 

ducts. Services networks routes, particularly HVAC 

ducts, may conflict with the rigid light guidance. 

  

Building flexibility 

Although building lifetime may extend for hundreds of 

years, its function may change over the time, which 

became more likely. The accelerating technology is 

another reason for building modifications. In order to 

ease usage change and building upgrade and to decrease 

required modifications, buildings tend to be more 

flexible. Lighting systems, among other building systems, 

tend to be more flexible to cope with the different internal 

functions and layouts. Daylighting systems in general are 

less controllable than ELS, but distributing daylight via 

luminaire-like outputs improves their compatibility. 

 
HLS INTEGRATED DESIGN 

The utilization of HLS in buildings influences both 

building exterior and interior. The relationship between 

the roof and/or façade mounted collectors and the 

building image, the relationship between light guidance 

and building networks and structural elements, the 

relationship between the output devices and the interior 

design; all has to be considered in the conception rather 

than the completion stage. Due to the wide influences of 

the HLS, a multidisciplinary collaboration is required. 

Since using the conventional design method; 

incompatible elements of the design are not discovered 

until late in the process when it is expensive to make 

changes. Integrated design considers the relationships 

between elements that have often been seen as unrelated’ 

(Kwok & Grondzik, 2007).  

  

Integration with architectural design 

Integration between HLS and both building type and 

architectural form is essential to successfully utilize HLS 

in buildings. The impacts of HLS on building design can 

be seen externally and internally. Externally, light 

collectors may be considered ‘strange elements’ of a 

relatively big volume, attached to building facade or 

mounted on the roof, and have to be kept exposed to ‘see’ 

as large area of the sky as possible. Facade attached 

collectors may be influential on the architectural 

aesthetic. Collectors such as SCIS device, though has the 

potential to work as shading device, needs more 

development to be more integrable in building fabric. 

Smaller collectors such as Parans’, though have far less 

visual impact, but still can be seen as ‘added element’ on 

the facade. Roof mounted collectors are more likely to be 

treated as satellite dishes, and thus have minimum impact. 

Nevertheless, some heliostat-based systems need 

protecting shelters, which have to be considered in 

building design. 
 

Internally, light ducts are new elements of 

considerable volume that have to be considered in the 

architectural design process to avoid undue modification 

in building construction and/or spacing distribution. 

Vertical ducts can be introduced into buildings through 

ventilation ducts, dry risers, any hollow conduit or 

suitable lift shafts, otherwise they will penetrate building 

spaces making interference and adding more restrictions. 

Horizontal ducts might need extra floor height, which 

consequently will raise building budget and might reduce 

building stories number to meet local regulations 

regarding building total height. The light ducts might be 
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exposed or routed throughout the ceiling cavity according 

to the interior design requirements. The usage of light 

ducts to channel daylight can be considered a 

development of the conventional light well concept; with 

a limit expansion and size reduction.  

 

Integration with interior design 

HLS diffusers have to be integrated in the interior design 

as they have impacts on ceiling layout, luminaire types, 

and illuminance distribution. A wide range of HLS output 

devices are available to meet function requirements and 

space planning. For example, SCIS diffuser is more 

suitable for commercial applications rather than 

residential. Parans spot luminaires are more suitable for 

task or accent lighting rather than ambient lighting. 

Vertical light ducts might be used as a vertical luminaire 

emitting light along its length as in Heliobus system, 

which is abnormal source in typical lighting design. 

Collaboration between HLS and interior design is 

essential to minimize loss of usable floor area and 

changes in furnishing arrangements. 

 

Integration with structural system 

Some structural provision may be required for HLS 

collector fixings and guidance penetration, so it would be 

useful to be considered in the design stage. Dead loads 

and wind resistant load of the collectors have to be 

structurally considered, but these are likely to be of the 

same order as conventional roof mounted equipment such 

as cooling towers or satellite dishes. Large-size slab 

openings required for the guidance of low-concentrating 

Heliostat-based systems have to be considered 

structurally. Openings in building facade are required by 

SCIS to introduce the guidance, and thus structural 

elements such as beams or load-bearing walls have to be 

considered. Loads of light ducts present no grater 

structural impact than ventilation ductwork; since they 

are of negligible loads but must be routed so as not to 

conflict with structural elements. Any increase in floor-

to-floor height due to the use of horizontal light ducts will 

considerably increase building loads. 

 

Integration with services networks 

HLS guidance is the main element that needs to be 

coordinated with building services networks. It is 

necessary to ensure that there is sufficient room for the 

light guides to pass through the ceiling cavity without 

interfering with the HVAC or other systems. If services 

networks are exposed (i.e., no suspending ceiling in use), 

minimum clear height has to be maintained. Fibre optic 

cables are small and flexible enough to be treated as 

electric cables, however avoiding unnecessarily bending 

improve their performance. Meanwhile, light ducts are 

more like ventilation ducts, and thus coordination has to 

be made between them and other services networks, 

especially HVAC, to minimise bending and avoid light 

losses, and keep all routes within the service zone. 

Installing HLS in existing building is possible, but re-

route of services networks may be required.  

 
CONCLUSION 

A variety of HLS components and techniques are used 
to collect, deliver and distribute daylight combined with 
electric light into windowless or remote spaces in 
buildings. Since they are new technology, integration 
between HLS strategies and building design strategies 
requires ‘first principles’ thinking. Over the last decade, 
development of HLS has focused on their technical 
performance and more post occupancy experience of their 
actual use is required to increase their applicability in 
buildings. HLS designers need to develop solutions 
response to building function and aesthetic demands, and 
building designers need to devote more efforts to 
incorporate them in buildings fabric. 
 

When selecting a HLS, the designer must be aware of 
all its properties and how it responses to architectural, 
interior, structural and building services elements. 
Performance parameter has the most pronounced effect 
on lighting design process, but integration with other 
systems in the buildings is essential. As for many 
decision within the design process, there exists no 
definite procedure how to select a HLS. The ultimate 
criterion is the performance of the overall design. 
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